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“Good bye, kids! Remember about your homework! And please, please make sure your webcams are on for 
the next lesson…” Anna closed the computer and sighed. “Another year of this remote teaching and I will 
forget what our students look like..." She passed the computer to Bridget sitting next to her at the kitchen 
table. Bridget opened up the computer. There was a photo of them from their last vacation as the wallpaper. 
In the foreground, the mustache of Pablo, their Mexican saviour and the author of the selfie, posed proudly. 
The teachers stood behind him, at the edge of a smoking volcano. Laughing, Anna made an “OK” gesture, and 
Bridget concentrated intently on the Translators’ Stone in the depths of the crater.

Their holiday adventure was about to end, and one of the sources of many unnecessary worries would disap-
pear from the face of the earth. The mercenaries didn't even try to stop them. Pablo's people outnumbered 
them significantly and had an advantage in arsenal. The hired thugs clearly decided it was not worth risking 
their lives for money and some old artifact. Christopher and his mysterious companions could do nothing 
else either. They tried to convince the teachers that they were making a mistake, but Pablo quickly put an end 
to their pompous rants. Bridget released the Stone. It fell for a long time and then silently vanished into the 
volcano's hot heart. After a while the smoke ceased. Pablo whistled appreciatively. “Popocatépetl has never 
been so calm... Maybe this magic stone somehow helped him hear and understand the voice of Iztaccíhuatl 
in the afterlife? Perhaps now the lamenting warrior will finally find peace?” The romantic gangster dreamed. 
“I don't know about that,” replied Anna, “but I do know that people should never stop learning and mastering 
communicating skills to live in harmony with others. The real magic is in all of us, even in those seemingly 
hopeless cases. Nobody and nothing should ever explain or translate what others think. A stone will not 
teach us empathy. We cannot become addicted to things, no matter how magical they are. We have to under-
stand that we are all connected and that we depend on relationships with other people!”

They never found out what Pablo did to Christopher and his people. The teachers were taken to the airport - 
they talked the whole flight back, recounting the story that had just happened, although it seemed like 
months have passed since they left school. They returned to their country with light hearts ready for the new 
school year to begin.
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